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ThinLineTM Frame

Color Options and Profiles

FA2-B 
Black Anodized Miter

A Sleek New Snap Frame
that Whispers Elegance.

Always cut to your exact specifications.

FA1-A
Clear Anodized
Corner Block

The ThinLine Frame was designed with elegance in mind.

Unlike most snap frames, the ThinLine is engineered to provide

an elegant, modern look to your visual display.  Its concealed

spring rails are only ¾” wide allowing your graphic to blend into

the frame while also adding a chic finish.  The frame itself sits

only ½” off the wall, perfectly complementing your décor and

merchandising arrangement.

• Super thin rails provide a sleek,
stylish look to your graphic.

• Concealed spring design creates
the illusion that your graphic
blends seamlessly with the rail.

• Available with miter-cut or corner
block corners to create a clean,
finished look.

• Multiple frames can be mounted
next to each other for menu
board or collage formats.

• Can be used outdoors as well 
as indoors. 

FA2-A 
Clear Anodized Miter

FA1-B
Black Anodized
Corner Block



1-800-631-9707

Fram
es

5SS-0011-S
Thinline Frame 
Wall Hanger
Steel

5SS-0012-S
Thinline Frame
Pegboard/Slatwall Hanger
Steel

ThinLine Frame Accessories Technical Information

Corner Block

For thin substrates, use clear protective liners.

Stock finishes are black and clear anodized aluminum. Custom colors also
available; 10,000ft. minimum and an up charge may apply.  Call for pricing.

Minimum size is 8.5” x 8.5”.
Maximum size is 48” x 96”.  

Can be purchased with pre-drilled holes for mounting directly to the wall.
Wall hangers, peg/slatwall hanger, and adhesive also available.

FA1-0158-A/B ThinLine Frame with corner block, no mounting
FA1-0152-A/B ThinLine Frame with corner block, adhesive mount
FA1-0153-A/B ThinLine Frame with corner block, drilled holes
FA2-0154-A/B ThinLine Frame mitered, no mounting
FA2-0155-A/B ThinLine Frame mitered, adhesive mount
FA2-0156-A/B ThinLine Frame mitered, drilled holes
Patent Number: 8,196,325

inches millimeters points

1/32” 1 mm 40 pt.

All ThinLine frames are cut to your exact specifications.
Frame prices above are without mounting.  For
additional options and sizes, please call for pricing.

Substrate Possibilities 

maximum thickness
equivalent to: 
about 3 business cards.

ThinLine Example: 
Corner Block 

Example Graphic Size 

 8 1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

Live Area Calculator

When you put 
a graphic into 
a Thinline Frame, 
a 1/2” margin 
is covered by 
the frame. 

Graphic 
8.5” x 11”

Live Area 
7.5” by 10”

Live area is the amount of graphic actually shown when placed in a frame. 

The frame itself sits only ½” off the wall, perfectly
complementing your décor.

Miter Cut

Miter 

Example Graphic Size 

 8 1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

Concealed springs provides added safety to your 
store staff.

Super thin rails provide a sleek, stylish look to your
graphic display.


